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Hi Chris,

R
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Thank you for your email. As far as having a meeting with PCAB is concerned, my Section Head
feels that unless the intention of the meeting is to provide genuine mitigation options in the
form of moving the MTB trail further away from the sea eagle nests (apart from the one right
near the highway), then it is unlikely that having a meeting with us will prove productive.
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Ultimately it is up to Parks and Wildlife as the regulator to make the decision whether or not to
approve the trail route in its current iteration. PCAB can only provide advice which Parks can
choose to take on board or not. The breeding home range for this pair of sea eagles will
ultimately be lost due to the ongoing disruption from the multi-use track between the trail head
and St Helens. This outcome will only be different if the trail route is moved. But as we have
already said in our original advice to Parks, it is up to Parks to approve the RAA or to not approve
the RAA, as the regulator. That said, a meeting between yourself, the ecological consultants and
Parks may prove to have a good outcome for all parties.
I hope this helps to clarify matters for you but if not, please feel free to call my Section Head,
Clare Lond-Caulk on 6165 4416 to discuss it further.
Kind regards,

-R

Holly
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Holly Barlow
Natural Values Assessment Officer
Policy and Conservation Advice Branch
Natural and Cultural Heritage Division
DPIPWE
Ph: 03 6165 4306     (Works Mon-Thurs)
Email: Holly.Barlow@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
Web: http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/conservation/development-planning-conservation-assessment

From: Chris Hughes [mailto:chris.hughes@bodc.tas.gov.au]
Sent: Thursday, 12 April 2018 12:48 PM
To: Barlow, Holly (DPIPWE)
Cc: Everaardt, Annika (DPIPWE)
Subject: St Helens Mountain Bike Trail Network
Importance: High

Hi Holly
Further to your correspondence in relation to the eagle issues arising from the RAA in relation to
the above project, are we able to arrange a meeting of all parties to try and reach a solution
around the issues that have been raised during this process?
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If you are able to assist with a meeting, are you able to provide some dates and times of when it
is convenient for us all to meet and I will then check with people who will be coming along for a
suitable time and date.
Look forward to hearing from you
Regards

Chris Hughes

-R
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Manager, Community Services | Break O’Day Council
t: 03 6376 7900 | m: OOS
e: c.hughes@bodc.tas.gov.au | w: www.bodc.tas.gov.au
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Chris
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Please consider the environment before printing this email
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Privileged/confidential information may be contained in this message. If you are not the intended recipient of this message (or
responsible for delivery of the message to such a person), you may not copy or deliver this message to anyone. In such case, you
should destroy this message and kindly notify the sender by reply e-mail. Please advise immediately if you or your employer do not
consent to e-mail for messages of this kind. Opinions, conclusions and other information in this message that do not relate to the
official business of the Break O’Day Council shall be understood as neither given nor endorsed by it.

Scanned by Trustwave SEG - Trustwave's comprehensive email content security solution. Download
a free evaluation of Trustwave SEG at www.trustwave.com
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From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Chris Hughes
Everaardt, Annika (DPIPWE)
Colley, Chris (Parks); Crowden, Andrew (Parks); John Brown
Poimena to Bay of Fires mountain bike track and meeting request
Monday, 19 March 2018 8:13:54 AM

Hi Annika
Many thanks for your assistance last week.

R
E

Mark Wapstra from ECOtas who undertook the ecological surveys on Council’s behalf, has
provided the below information and also a response to the queries that you have raised in
relation to the RAA and FPP that we have lodged in relation to this project.
In relation to meeting to discuss these issues further, we enquire whether it is possible to
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arrange a meeting for either Tuesday 27th or Wednesday 28th March, 2018? If you require any
further clarification or additional information prior to our meeting, please do not hesitate to
contact the writer.

-D

L

-R

Thanks for your queries this morning re: Conospermum hookeri (CH) and the Swimcart Creek
section of the mountain bike trail. Must say it has caught me by surprise because: (a) my original
report very clearly outlined the extent of the population, that we had already done some local
area extension surveys to provide context and that we had already provided suggested re-routes
(which we flagged and there were photos of this in my report) to avoid the need to take ANY
individuals but that we did express concern about Phytophthora cinnamomi (PC), suggesting
careful management needed i.e. we concluded there would be no direct impacts and negligible
to no indirect impacts on the population; and (b) we deliberately met with PCAB (Andrew Crane)
and it was made very clear we had strong support from them on the approach we proposed
(suitably qualified botanist on-site at the time of final routing of this section to micro-site to
avoid CH and also Acacia ulicifolia).

R

TI

I should reiterate that when OOS
and I came across this population it was barely a blip in our
thinking. Interesting, slightly, perhaps. Reality is we also mapped quite a bit outside the survey
corridor and along the existing track to the south, and it was very clear that this population was
yet another one that was much more extensive and abundant than previously thought by
previous database records. I’ve since come across much larger populations and this one at
Swimcart Beach barely rates as significant in any real sense. It is also clear that the species
persists very well in highly disturbed areas such as road verges, firebreaks (at Freycinet, we have
multi-aged plants growing on a slashed firebreak) and bulldozed sites (yes, I mean that – one site
at St Helens Point Road was completely bulldozed flat and the population bounced very well). I
have a lot of experience with CH because of four projects. One site (St Helens Point), under
Commonwealth EPBCA directions, we drew up a 5-year environmental management plan for the
species and monitored post-disturbance (bulldoze “clearing”) recovery, measuring over 400
plants every spring. On Bruny Island, I mapped the extent of every individual on a private
property, where it straddled 4WD tracks and was recovering in a burnt/unburnt area. At
Freycinet National park, Phil Bell and I (again), worked with PWS and some track designers to
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come up with a solution for a shared use track (still up in the air and unresolved for various
reasons). And of course, this site at Swimcart. An examination of the Natural Values Atlas will
also show I’ve personally mapped the species at several other locations. I’m not saying this to
show off, merely to indicate that I genuinely believe I understand the ecology of the species and
am in a good position to make sensible, pragmatic and practical recommendations on its
management.

-N

R
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Thank you for your call this morning regarding a meeting to discuss PCAB’s comments
and recommendations to the PWS on the Swimcart Creek section of the proposed
Poimena to Bay of Fires mountain bike track. Based on the availability of relevant staff,
a meeting on Monday is not possible, but I can try and line up a meeting for later next
week if you will be available? I will get back to you as soon as I can with some potential
dates. In the interim, below is some background/context for the recommendation we
provided to the PWS regarding a potential re-route of the section of track along the
creek.

EL
EA
SE

Limited information was provided on the proposed track construction methods
(e.g. utilising natural landscape features, cut and fill, hardening, drainage) and
placement (e.g. ridgelines, slopes, creek
crossings?)). These factors can have a significant effect on the potential impacts
of the track.

-D
L
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I agree with their statement that these types of factors can have a significant effect on the
potential impacts of the track on values such as threatened flora and fauna. I do not know how
much information PWS supplied to PCAB on this matter but I would have though the combined
ecological report, RAA and FPP would supply the relevant information. I must admit though, until
I started assessing tracks such as this and actually spending time with a designer (and sometimes
with actual builders as on the Three Capes Track), I had very little understanding of the
practicalities of how these things are designed, installed and maintained. So I understand where
they are coming from. That said, for the Swimcart Creek section, I think my report was pretty
clear on this matter and that I really do not believe that there are significant concerns.

TI

Based on the information provided, a significant risk to the vegetation is the
introduction and spread of Phytophthora (PC).

R

No, this is not the case in my opinion. My ecological report clearly indicated that PC is effectively
in the area already. So we are not talking about introduction of PC but potential spread of it. My
report clearly raised this as an important issue and suggested some pretty strict hygiene
protocols during construction. I should say, however, that I have no evidence of PC management
activity in the broader area with illegal and legal use of tracks throughout the area rife and the
primary cause of spread of PC. The mountain bike trail is merely a minor blip in this general
scheme of things. We actually do not have an obvious anthropogenic mechanism of how PC got
into the remoter parts of the Mt Pearson area except by native animals, which will continue no
matter what.
The proposed track goes through the Mount Pearson Phytophthora Management
Zone. These Zones were identified as sites where activities which had the
potential to spread PC should be avoided.
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See above.
I think that we have suggested some sensible and practical hygiene protocols.

R
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But I remind everyone of the meeting we had with PCAB where it was clearly indicated
that DPIPWE cannot direct in relation to PC – there simply is no legal mechanism, even in
relation to threatened flora and fauna. That said, Andrew Crane was supportive of Break
O’Day’s intent to be world’s best practice when it came to hygiene management and I
thought we’d passed this hurdle. I think PWS should be quite comfortable in working
through the RAA process as the land managers responsible for the reserve and PC
management and placing the track risks in the context of other risks (e.g. 4WDing, trail
bike riding, recreational walkers, native animals, illegal firewood collecting, rubbish
dumping, formal track and firebreak maintenance).

-R
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Tasmanian smokebush Conospermum hookeri (listed as vulnerable under both
the Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 and the Environment Protection
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999) has been recorded on the ground near
Swimcart Creek (refer to the consultant’s report and NVA for further details) and
this species is highly susceptible to PC. There are concerns that the construction
of a new track in this area (along the creek) will lead to the infection of vegetation
(including threatened flora species) with PC which in turn could also result in the
loss of potential New Holland mouse habitat (also a TSPA and EPBCA listed
threatened species). As such, PCAB recommended in its advice to the PWS that
this section of track be re-routed, either south to the existing fire trail or north of
the creek (subject to ground-truthing) where the vegetation (Eucalyptus sieberi
community) is generally more resilient and where PC is considered to be less of a
threat.

-D
L

So first things first, see my previous email about the realistic
conservation status of the species. That remains very relevant to this
point.

TI

Yes, the species has been found near this part of the track. Prior to our
surveys, there were a few almost random records in the NVA. We have
added considerably to these and demonstrated that we have yet another
much larger population than first thought.

R

I question the highly susceptible to PC statement in relation to
smokebush. The species is definitely susceptible but oddly, it seems only
almost random individuals in any population gets affected and dies, and
almost always surrounded by a multi-aged cohort of healthy individuals.
I’ve seen this at Freycinet in one of the densest and biggest populations
and we have formal/confirmed records of PC and dead/dying smokebush
plants BUT just a few plants amongst 1,000s. I’ve had the same at
Stieglitz, where we’ve confirmed PC by soil tests around dead/dying
grasstrees and smokebush but over 5 years we had just a handful die
despite bulldozing of the topsoil across several hectares, continued trail
bike riding and all sorts of other disturbance. It seems to reach a natural
resilience and the population persists and remains viable and healthy. At
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A re-route seems sensible on the surface but it fails to take account of
the need to cross the Gardens Road in a safe location. The current exit of
the proposed track is something that Gerard McHugh and I looked at
very carefully to ensure safe crossing with good sight distances. The
existing track is not suitable to my understanding. A re-route north of the
creek is simply nonsensical – that area is steeper, rockier, far less
disturbed and would require several complex creek crossings. True, the
Eucalyptus sieberi forest is more resilient to PC (less susceptible plant
species) but there is no evidence that any of the Eucalyptus amygdalina
coastal forest and woodland (shrubby, heathy and sedgy facies) in this
area has been affected by PC to a point where the structure and
composition has been shifted to make it unsuitable for a species like the
New Holland mouse. It is a tenuous link between suggesting PC could be
spread (when already known from the area with no significant apparent
ill effects) through trail construction and use and losing potential habitat
of the New Holland mouse. I do not think a re-route to the south (to join
to and use the existing fire trail) is a great idea because of the exit on the
Gardens Road issue but also it lengthens the track and there is simply no
evidence that the proposed route will have an unacceptable impact on
threatened flora or fauna.

R
E

Swimcart, we have individuals suspected of being affected by PC but no
evidence of a typical wave of death going downslope.

-R

In regards to the New Holland mouse, the habitat of this species can be severely
degraded by PC. This species may persist at very low and often undetectable
levels in suitable habitat so it can be difficult to confirm presence or absence in
such areas. As Tasmania’s rarest extant terrestrial mammal, potential habitat
should be carefully managed.

R
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This is a bit of a reach – see my discussion above. True, it is one
of the State’s rarest mammals and almost impractical to do
surveys for, even to demonstrate presence, let alone abundance.
But I do not know of any sites where the species occurs in
Tasmania that has been severely affected by PC to support that
statement. In fact, most of the confirmed sites are extremely
healthy. Fire is clearly the primary driver of the species’
abundance and distribution. A narrow track through potential
habitat simply cannot be identified as a genuine risk to the
species, with appropriate hygiene controls during construction.

There are a number of mitigation actions that can be implemented to minimise the risk
of introducing and spreading PC, including making the bike track one-way only (west to
east), education and signage, strategically placed and well maintained washdown
facilities, constructing the track to a dry standard, avoiding known PC infected areas,
and avoiding areas of highly susceptible vegetation – it is understood that some of
these actions are already intended for implementation.
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As I said, PCAB can advise in relation to this matter but ultimately
I think it is PWS as the land manager that needs to make this call.
If the concern is in relation to PC and smokebush and potential
New Holland mouse habitat for this short section along Swimcart
Creek, I think the suggested controls will be appropriate. I note
PCAB’s primary ideas are around track use not construction. I
have been quite clear on this issue – track construction is the risk
period, track use presents a very low risk of PC introduction and
spread.

R
E

We look forward to hearing from you in relation to a meeting in Hobart
Many thanks

EL
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Chris

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
The information in this transmission may be confidential and/or protected by legal professional privilege, and is intended only for the
person or persons to whom it is addressed. If you are not such a person, you are warned that any disclosure, copying or
dissemination of the information is unauthorised. If you have received the transmission in error, please immediately contact this
office by telephone, fax or email, to inform us of the error and to enable arrangements to be made for the destruction of the
transmission, or its return at our cost. No liability is accepted for any unauthorised use of the information contained in this
transmission.

-R
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Many thanks
Chris
Sent from my iPhone
On 16 Mar 2018, at 1:07 pm, Everaardt, Annika (DPIPWE)
<Annika.Everaardt@dpipwe.tas.gov.au> wrote:

R
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Hi Chris
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Thank you for your call this morning regarding a meeting to
discuss PCAB’s comments and recommendations to the PWS
on the Swimcart Creek section of the proposed Poimena to Bay
of Fires mountain bike track. Based on the availability of
relevant staff, a meeting on Monday is not possible, but I can try
and line up a meeting for later next week if you will be
available? I will get back to you as soon as I can with some
potential dates. In the interim, below is some
background/context for the recommendation we provided to the
PWS regarding a potential re-route of the section of track along
the creek.   

-R

<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Limited information was
provided on the proposed track construction methods
(e.g. utilising natural landscape features, cut and fill,
hardening, drainage) and placement (e.g. ridgelines,
slopes, creek
crossings?)). These factors can have a significant effect
on the potential impacts of the track.

-D
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Based on the
information provided, a significant risk to the vegetation
is the introduction and spread of Phytophthora (PC).

R
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->The proposed track
goes through the Mount Pearson Phytophthora
Management Zone. These Zones were identified as
sites where activities which had the potential to spread
PC should be avoided.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->Tasmanian smokebush
Conospermum hookeri (listed as vulnerable under both
the Threatened Species Protection Act 1995 and the
Environment Protection Biodiversity Conservation Act
1999) has been recorded on the ground near Swimcart
Creek (refer to the consultant’s report and NVA for
further details) and this species is highly susceptible to
PC. There are concerns that the construction of a new
track in this area (along the creek) will lead to the
infection of vegetation (including threatened flora
8
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species) with PC which in turn could also result in the
loss of potential New Holland mouse habitat (also a
TSPA and EPBCA listed threatened species). As such,
PCAB recommended in its advice to the PWS that this
section of track be re-routed, either south to the existing
fire trail or north of the creek (subject to ground-truthing)
where the vegetation (Eucalyptus sieberi community) is
generally more resilient and where PC is considered to
be less of a threat.

-N
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<!--[if !supportLists]-->·         <!--[endif]-->In regards to the New
Holland mouse, the habitat of this species can be
severely degraded by PC. This species may persist at
very low and often undetectable levels in suitable habitat
so it can be difficult to confirm presence or absence in
such areas. As Tasmania’s rarest extant terrestrial
mammal, potential habitat should be carefully managed.
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There are a number of mitigation actions that can be
implemented to minimise the risk of introducing and spreading
PC, including making the bike track one-way only (west to
east), education and signage, strategically placed and well
maintained washdown facilities, constructing the track to a dry
standard, avoiding known PC infected areas, and avoiding
areas of highly susceptible vegetation – it is understood that
some of these actions are already intended for implementation.

-R

I hope this information assists and I will give you a call once I
am able to confirm peoples availability for a meeting, including
some options for dates.

-D
L

Kind regards
Annika

R
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Dr Annika Everaardt
Policy and Conservation Advice Branch
DPIPWE
P. 6165 4384
E. annika.everaardt@dpipwe.tas.gov.au
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